
COLLEGE ESSAY ARCHIVE

College Essay. College essays are important to the admission process. They bring your application to life by
connecting-the-dots to create a complete picture of.

Tell each student to choose one piece of advice they found most compelling and to craft a college essay that
puts this suggestion into practice. Once students have finished their work, reconvene and ask students to share
the most compelling advice from each piece. What makes you think? Have you experienced failure? Allow
students who are gravitating toward stories that are particularly personal to work independently. Strive for
Balance Be careful about bragging and using your essay to explain perceived injustice. But first, they have to
choose a topic. Because Korean keypads place all similar sounds together, I realized that plosives and
aspirates were closely linked. Use humor cautiously and be honest. Specifically, consonants that are formed
with the same mouth movements all map to one number. I had known from my first day of Ancient Greek that
it, along with Korean, was an inflected language, where the endings of words determine their grammatical
function. Frustrated, I took a break for the day and went out to the movies with a friend. Do you find this
advice compelling? However, we pointed this out before: The essay is supppper long. Uses the general skills
and strategies of the reading process 7. At the end, he adds a little humor to an otherwise esoteric topic, and he
does a nice job tying the conclusion back to the intro about being at the movies with his friend. Recruitment
Response Center. I think she was more interested in Johnny Depp than phonic aspiration, though: she told me
to give her phone back, stop talking so loudly and just watch Pirates of the Caribbean. Aspiration drove Bill
Gates to found Microsoft, led Einstein to the theories of relativity, and brought me to the study of language.
What was it about language that drove me to it? The essay is one way to ascertain whether you can write well
and support ideas with logical arguments. College Essay College Essay College essays are important to the
admission process. A thoughtful and detailed narration of a difficult time in your life tells far more about you
than a list of competitions won and honors achieved. I want to learn more about how he ties it everything
together in the end. Honest, critical feedback will move you forward. Topic of your choice. How can you
account for individual, unknown readers as you write? Elementary school brought me French, and middle
school ushered in my interest in Latin.


